Mimic peroxidase-transfer enhancement of photoelectrochemical aptasensing via CuO nanoflowers functionalized lab-on-paper device with a controllable fluid separator.
Inspired by the design of folding greeting cards and tissue drawing covers, a photoelectrochemical (PEC) lab-on-paper device with a controllable fluid separator, producing both reaction zone and detection zone, was explored for ultrasensitive detection of adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) via mimic peroxidase-transfer enhancement of photocurrent response. To realize it, the DNA1, aptamer, and DNA2 as well as the mimic peroxidase of G-quadruplex/hemin modified Au nanocubes were linked on the graphene oxide-functionalized reaction zone via the DNA hybridization. Meanwhile, three-dimensional CuO nanoflowers (CuO NFs) as a photoactive material with outstanding electron transfer ability and absorption of light were grown in situ on the detection zone, providing a PEC active interface. Besides, an innovative fluid separator was elaborately designed by assembling a strip of paper with a hydrophilic channel, providing an effective way to bridge the gap between the two zones with a controllable drawing way, which could successfully avoid the signal interference caused by modifying biomolecules layer by layer on photosensitive materials. In the presence of ATP, the G-quadruplex/hemin modified in the reaction zone was dissociated due to the specific recognition of ATP with aptamer and released into the detection zone with the assistance of controllable fluid separator. The free G-quadruplex/hemin could catalyze hydrogen peroxide to generate oxygen for the consumption of photo-induced electrons from CuO NFs, which could further promote the electron-hole carriers separation efficiency, and eventually resulting in the enhancement of PEC signal. The proposed PEC lab-on-paper device could be employed for specific detection of ATP in the range from 5.0 to 3.0 × 103 nM with a detection limit of 2.1 nM.